NVS Pedagogy Handbook...This is who
we are, this is how we roll!

Updated April 2020

Who we are...Situating our School

v
v
v
v
v

9 teachers
150-161 students by end of the year.
50% Maori
Decile 3
4 Learning Hubs

Roll growth since 2011- began on 57
Significant change in our vision, pedagogy and learning philosophy since 2015
REAP values embedded into the school environment since 2012
Buddy learner Profile being developed since 2018
Intervention / target programme since 2015 (Needs, Names and Numbers)
Learner agency (self directed learners) of our students driven by Assessment for
learning, learning progressions and our learner profile
v NVS learning process developed and implemented in quest inquiry time and teacher
inquiry
v Acorns Programme for New Entrants
v 5 signatures direct our pedagogy and direction of the school
v
v
v
v
v
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Moving from a GOOD to GREAT School
The focus...
1. Our School Narrative....embedding the story of NVS...100 years of education.
2. Theories of Action- selecting key pedagogical strategies
3. PLD- Place professional learning at the heart of the change process
4. Consistency- achieving consistency in teaching and learning protocols
5. Culture- Improved opportunities for teachers to work together creating a language of
learning.

What makes NVS Unique

Our Just Cause
• “We choose to go to the Moon!”
• Just because we are a country school- 10 km from Taumarunui- 2 hours from a city, we choose
to be a school of pre-eminence.
• Pre-eminence in delivery of our education that would rival any NZ city school.
• We choose this not because it is easy but because it is hard.
• Because this purpose will serve, organise and measure the best of our energies and skills.
• Because that challenge is one that we are willing to accept, one we are unwilling to postpone
and one we intend on achieving.
• We believe in moving goal posts- innovating not stagnating- we believe in giving our first- our
only- absolute best.
• “When we Dare to Dream, We Achieve Great Things!”

This is who we are...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our Mission..Our Why.., Our Passion...
To Nurture, Blossom and Grow
The thinker, the Learner and the Citizen
Our How to do it
*Through our Cog tree
*Through our Five signatures that define who we are and what we do!
*Our NVS 8Cs for teacher behaviour
*Our 20-mile march...what makes NVS unique
*Our strategic Plan
*Our term rallying cry!
*Our BFG
Our What we do....
*NVS Way Curriculum document, implementation plans and NVS expectations

Our Cog Tree- when all cogs move in
momentum, so does NVS

• From the research of Jim
Collins, author of Good to
Great, and the fly wheel
effect.

Our School Map

Moa Hub- Scott and Tipene
Year 6-7
Huia Hub- Te Ao Maori- Natalie
Year 4-8
Te Ao Māori
Tui Hub- Lydia and Dale
Year 4-6

Ngakonui Hub
(Hall)

Ngakau Hub
Moa Hub

Koru Hub

Kiwi Hub

Ngakau Hub
Library
Friendship Centre
Meeting Centre

Tui Hub
Kuihi Hub
Huia Hub

Kiwi Hub- Jacki, Morgan,
Claudia
Year 1-3

Koru Hub- Cathy and Tash
Admin offices
Coffee Room
Kuihi Hub- Maria
Principal
BOT Room
Meeting Space
Staff / team meetings
Ngakonui Hub (hall)
Assembly- Monday and Friday

NVS Strategic Goals 2020-2022

Learning Communities...

designs being made for each hub name.

vMoas- Year 6-8- Lead by Scott (DP ), Tipene and Nicole our teacher
Aide
vTuis- Year 4-6 Lead by Natalie....Lydia, Karen (Teacher Aide), Dale
and Glenda (Teacher Aide)
vHuia- Year 4-8 – Natalie and Nicole (Teacher Aide) Whaea Chubby
Te Reo
vKiwis- Year 1-3- Lead by Jacki, Morgan, Claudia; Henrietta, Kaytey,
Charlene (Teacher Aides)

We show respect and responsbility
•
•
•
•

REAP Values-

We Communicate with clarity
We are Organised
We are Respectful towards others, equipment, property and the environment
We are TEAM PLAYERS

WE put in effort to achieve excellence
•
We Strive for Excellence
•
We use our Backpack of Strategies
•
We Justify our thinking and choices
•
We are driven by a growth mind-set..
With a great attitude we achieve
•
•
•
•

We are ENGAGED in our learning
We SET GOALS
We take RISKS in our learning journey
We are SELF-DIRECTED learners

When we participate and persevere we grow
•
We PARTICIPATE
•
We QUESTION
•
We PROBLEM-SOLVE
•
We PERSEVERE

BFG- Learner Profile- being updated/
tweaked in 2020
• Graduate profiles are one way that our school can communicate a shared understanding of what a futureoriented learner looks like. Our Graduate profile called the BFG, describe skills, knowledge, and attitudes that
our students will need to develop in order to participate in a range of life contexts beyond our school.

This is how we roll
-Our 5 signatures

Educative Purpose Statement
Our principles of learning underpin all
strategic decisions made for our learners.
They are based on empirical research and
evidence to enable accelerated outcomes,
hauroa and self regulation for our learners.
The following principles of learning break
down the teaching behaviours that have a
direct impact on student learning and are
the core repertoire of teaching skills linked
to our instructional rounds, quest,
professional learning, coaching and
mentoring and instructional teaching
model.

Visible Learning
• Visible Learning means an enhanced role for teachers as they become evaluators of their own teaching. According to John
Hattie Visible Learning and Teaching occurs when teachers see learning through the eyes of students and help them become
their own teachers.
• What is Visible Learning?
• Visible Learning is an approach to learning and teaching which is based on extensive worldwide research into the factors which
impact positively upon teaching and learning, thereby raising children’s attainment. This research has been led, over a period of
fifteen years, by John Hattie, Professor of Education here in New Zealand.
• Visible Learning is when learning and teaching are visible – that is, when it is clear what teachers are teaching and what children
are learning. This allows teachers to know whether they are having an impact on their learners and enables children to drive
their own learning.
• Teachers become learners and learners become teachers.
• Key Ideas from Visible Learning research:
• Learners lie at the centre of our Visible Learning journey, surrounded by inspired and passionate teachers.
• Shared language of learning across our whole school community.
• Our learners can talk about their learning and create their own next steps – “assessment capable learners”.
• Feedback is specific, timely and personal for each child- “just enough, just in time and just for me”.
• Measuring impact on learning is key.

The Effect Size by John Hattie

• Based on the research of Dr John Hattie (with
more than 300 million students in his database of
research), students see themselves as their own
teachers, and teachers see learning through the
eyes of the students. Dr John Hattie has
researched what works best in education to
enhance achievement. Here at NVS, we have
used his research to ensure our classrooms
operate in ways that enhance achievement
beyond typical teacher effects. We ensure that
each student (regardless of their level of
academic development) receives at least a years
growth in learning for a year of teaching. Our
goal is to exceed each student’s potential

Our aim is that our
learners:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Know what they are learning and why
Can talk about the strategies they use in learning
Can identify and talk about their next steps – “self-assessment”
Seek feedback
See mistakes as an opportunity to learn
Know what to do when they “don’t know what to do”
Collaborate
Asks questions
Seek and embrace challenges

Mindsets
We are instilling in our learners the value of approaching their
learning with a “growth mindset”.
Learners with a growth mindset are ready to challenge
themselves within their learning, persevere when it gets difficult,
and believe that they can succeed.

Being Assessment Capable Teachers
We want to see one year of teaching=
1 year of progress (at least) with our
students.
Otherwise....what is happening in the
class...where is our impact going?

The Learning Pit and Back Pack of
Strategies
• The Learning Pit:
• Helps learners to visualise the learning
process.
• Encourages and promotes a positive attitude
towards challenge (raising expectations and
therefore attainment).
• Learners are responsible for their own
learning.
• Helps children to understand their own
progression and how to make this progress.
• In class we talk about wobbling in my learning
(just like in learning to ride a bike. We wobble
when we begin, but once we get the concept,
and understand what to do, then we start
riding. Just like in our learning!
• We use James Andersen’s work and James
Nottingham.

Formative Assessment Questions
v We have a big focus on students being able to self report and make eaning of where they are at with their
learning and making deeper links to the purpose and reason behind the skill development, content knowledge
and their ability to transfer this new learning into another context or area. One way in which we reflect on how
well the learning has been primed, framed or co constructed by students and teachers is by obtaining
STUDENT VOICE by asking our learners the following questions:
v What are you learning? (Directly linked to their WALT or learning objective form our learning progressions)
v Why are you learning this? (Directly linked to prior, present, future and real life connections)
v What do you do when you are stuck/ wobbling? (Self regulation, learning scaffolds, learning pit, back pack of
Strategies, Habits of Mind)
v How do you know if you have achieved in your learning? (Directly linked to success criteria)
v What are your next steps in learning? (Again, directly linked to success criteria, learning progressions and NVS
Learning process)
v AT NVS these questions are asked regularly with your students and feedback given along with noticings on
areas we need to improve upon.
v The student voice help us with Knowing our Impact in the class!

NVS Learning Process
What is inquiry?
Inquiry learning is an investigation into a topic, idea, problem, or
issue with a focus on students constructing their own learning and
meanings. Inquiry enables students to learn through curiosity,
discovery, and collaboration rather than being presented with
facts through direct instruction.
An inquiry approach encourages students to:
v ask thought-provoking questions
v investigate widely and deeply
v make sense of information to build new knowledge
v develop a solution or formulate opinions
v present or share their new understanding with others
v have a valuable learning experience that leads to taking some
form of action
v reflect on what they learned and how they learned it.
It is based on the constructivist theory of learning, which puts
emphasis on the skills, attitudes, and understandings that
students develop as they discover and construct new knowledge
for themselves.
Teachers at NVS also use our cycle of inquiry- navigate- venture
out- share when investigating into their own learning.
We also use it as part of our staff meeting structure.

NVS Learning Progressions
v The NVS Learning Progressions, one of the NVS
curriculum tools provided to support the New Zealand
Curriculum. It describes the specific knowledge, skills,
and attitudes that our students draw on in order to meet
the reading, writing and demands of the curriculum.
v Learning progressions also help our children understand
where they are at in their learning, what they need to
work on and how they will get to where they need to be
by the end of the year.
v NVS has progressions in reading, writing- all genres,
surface features, and maths (junior school)
v We use the progressions in our team planning and they
can be found displayed on the class wall (an
expectation) in the modelling books, and in the
students’ books.
v Also found on our writing progressions- expectations of
how many goals need to be achieved at each level. This
helps in moderating of writing. We are not just focused
on surface features but deep features too.

A Self Regulated Learner at NVS...
Will be able to

Set and monitor personal goals
Control and design own learning
plans and environment
Monitor their progress against SC/
progressions/ models
Persevere (Learning Pit/ Growth
Mindset)
Reflect regularly (end of day
reflection important at NVS)
Self and peer assess
Plan next learning steps
Learn how they learn best (in our
class we have caves/ fire pits/
watering holes set up for learning)

We will scaffold this as a team by...

Action points

Learning Philosophy Informing NVS
Student
Achievement

Inclusion

Curriculum

Future Focused

Leadership

Assessment for Learning
Clarke, William, Black, Sadler,
Absolum, Davis and Hill, Hattie

Ka Hikitia
Managing and accerlating
success for Maori as Maori

Learning Pit
James Nottingham

Collaborative learning
Hattie

Simon Sinek

Quality Questioning
Michael Pohl, Hattie and
Timperley, Harpaz, Good and
Brophy, Andersen, Murdoch, Gall

Tatiako

Agile learners
James Andersen

Co teaching
Villa, Thousands and Nevin

Habits of Mind
Art Costa, James Andersen
Karen Boyes

Teacher action Inquiry
Aitkin, Hipkins,

Instructional Rounds
Marzano, City and Elmore
Visible Learning
Hattie, Clarke
Powerful learning
Hopkins and Craig, Sarason
Data
Sahlberg, Fullan, Timperely
Wellbeing
Mason Druie, Abraham Maslow
Feedback
Hattie, Nottingham, Timperley,
Wiliam

PB4L
Restorative Practise

Growth Mindset
Carol Dweck, James Andersen
Learning Muscles
Guy Claxton
Curisoity and Creativity
Sir Ken Robinson
Neuroscience
Nathan Wallace
Regio Emilo

Collaborative learning through
stonefields school
Design thinking
Spencer, Harvard design

Jim Collins
John Maxwell
Patrick Leconini
Brene Brown
Jon Gordon
Craig Groeschel
Andy Stanley
Michael Hyatt
Robin Sharma

